
SUMMARY AND REACTION ESSAY

Clear instructions with outlines and sample essay forms for writing summary, analysis, and response essays.

Cite paraphrased or quoted material from the book or article you are writing about, or from any other works,
by using the appropriate documentation style. I have a friend named Jim who was always poor and did not
have much of a familyâ€”only a stepmother who never cared for him as much as for her own children. Is the
support convincing to the reader? For instance, what emotions did the work arouse in you? It also be a
comment which focuses your overall reaction. It aims to show professor how deep your understanding of the
situation is and how well you can use your analytical skills. Finally, Frankl and his friends found meaning
through their decision to accept and bear their fate with courage. Analysis requires knowing who the author is
trying to persuade and what he or she wants the audience to think, do, or believe. Check for important
omissions and unnecessary information and details. Check to see if it all makes sense. Just start writing, then
revise Pre-write, outline, write, revise. You will want to consider what is effective and ineffective. A normal
Language Vocabulary structure contains four top parts, namely the heading, the introduction, the anatomy and
the decision. This need for meaning was demonstrated to Frankl time and again with both himself and other
prisoners who were faced with the horrors of camp existence. For magazines, give the date of publication.
Bravery is among the characteristic that may choose a person besides the remaining portion of individuals.
Construct your essay. Grace Fleming has a master's degree in education and is an academic advisor and
college enrollment counselor. State the thesis in your own words and then, in your own words, as succinctly as
possible describe each major point that supports the thesis, explaining the bare bones of the argument.
Updated December 23, Most of the time when you are tasked with an essay about a book or article you've read
for a class, you will be expected to write in a professional and impersonal voice. Do the support and evidence
seem adequate? Did the work increase your understanding of a particular issue? An exhaustive knowledge of
the topic under dialogue is totally essential while we want to create a discuss it. Suggestions for Writing
Reaction Papers Clarify the assignment. The Response: A response is a critique or evaluation of the author's
essay. Does the evidence in the article support the statements the writer made? How is the assigned work
related to ideas and concerns discussed in the course for which you are preparing the paper? For example, in
the sample report that follows, the first paragraph summarizes the book, and the three paragraphs that follow
detail three separate reactions of the student writer to the book. Do not insert your own opinion anywhere.
Reaction Paper Sample. The summary should take up no more than one-third the length of the work being
summarized. Thus utilize the measures and propositions mentioned formerly, and discover pleasure in a
process, which some may come across monotonous or dull. The Capos were prisoners who acted as trustees,
and Frankl says they acted more cruelly toward the prisoners than the guards or the SS men. Once you believe
your summary is pretty much together, ask someone to read it critically.


